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Of people, who see the world differently

Intruders sneak on an intelligent, Old Man. Can his wit rescue him?

An important letter arrives, but Ravi has No one to read it for him. What does he do?

Srinivas is flying alone for an urgent, unavoidable hearing, and the LadyBird Airlines refuse to take him on
board. Can he manage to get on?

Is love really blind? Prasad falls in love, and finds out.

Vinod is home alone, locked up in his room. Can the clever thief draw him out?

Toddy needs a scribe for his exams, but the University does not think so. Who prevails?

Arjun takes a walk into the woods, and is lost. Can he find his way out of the foliage?

Rival schools are playing a cricket match, and a stiff target has been set for Prasanth’s team. Can he bat his
team to victory?

What must a visually disabled person prove to get a job? Priyanka finds out.

Anil aspires a career in politics, but the cane comes in his way. Does he have a choice?

Set in India, the land of rich culture and convention, , the narratives present thought-provoking tales of blind
protagonists. Drawn from true stories, these accounts are not only interesting and intriguing, but also
inspiring.

Note: Dr. Kalyan plans to donate all proceeds from this work to the Cane Foundation, a trust formed to fight
disability.
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From Reader Review How many are these ? for online ebook

Biswanath Banerjee says

To them the world is a combination of sounds and some sensory feelings.
To them all the world is a shade of pitch black colour. It is eternal darkness- no light visible at the end of the
tunnel.
How will it feel to an individual –if one day all the lights have been put out in an instant- all the stage is now
under a cover of darkness?
Grief- depression-despair- a suicidal attitude- what will be the reaction of the individual whose lights are off
one day. From Deepest in his mind- the individual knows that no longer will the dazzling brilliance of the
butterfly wings be visible-the emerald green sea water is a mere description- the sky is now black.
Still the individual has to live- live amid the shapeless, colourless feelings.
To the visually impaired individuals the world is presented in a different perspective- perhaps from a
different dimension. Devoid of any light- will there be only darkness?

Full review at
https://jayasreesown.wordpress.com/20...


